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association gradually from bits of fur or leaves to bits of the
mother's food, to wounded specimens of prey now hunted
by her, to any small suitable animals in the neighbourhood,
and accommodation to the environment would (if too violent
an alteration were avoided) take place in the individual,
instead of whole generations having to be decimated to
bring about adaptation. Natural selection by survival of
the fittest individuals would, it is true, still go on; but
the selection would be of those most fitted to learn by play,
not of those fitted to perform perfect specific acts. If the
fashions changed (to return to our tailor analogy), there
would be no need to buy and scrap hundreds of garments
in search for the right cut. attention could be concentrated
on getting good cloth, leaving the cut to the tailor, *>
To take a specific example, and the most important one,
consider the difference between an animal born with instinc-
tive cries attached to certain situations such as being alarmed,
being alone* courting, etc, and an animal born with just
an aimless tendency to make vocal sounds and to enjoy
doing so. The former animal cannot learn vocal connections,
his small repertory is ready made. The latter animal learns
speech. The human child has the connection of the vocal
responses to things and events made, during the period when
he plays aimlessly at the game of babbling, by the enthusiasm
with which some of his efforts are hailed, and imitated, by
his nurse and parents, which causes him to repeat them
and associate them with objects, while other of his efforts
are ignored and sink into disuse. It would be a long course
of evolution before beings were evolved who said " milk **
when thirsty, if we followed the plan of killing those who
didn't. It would no doubt be conceivable tinder certain
circumstances. But nature found it easier to select just those
who enjoyed aimless babbling, leaving to another kind of
selection the job of attaching the response " milk " to that
situation of being thirsty
And this throws, I think, a light on that non-inheritance
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